Digital transformation made easy

hodeia.digital is a young company with extensive
experience in the industrial environment. Our goal
is to support companies to carry out their
digitization ideas with the best results.
We work with a focus on improving the results of
our clients, helping them to be more efficient in
their processes and guaranteeing the quality of
our solutions.

+30 countries
+10 languages
+ 50 plants
+ 10.000 users

Adapted to any industry
Configurable for each client
Custom implementation
Scalable and modular
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Digital transformation made easy

What is BuildApp?

...is a digitalization standard software platform.
...is a modular and extensible solution.
(In use & functionality).
...had global involvement: Production, Quality,
Maintenance, Safety, Environment, HR...
...provides crossed information: available infor
mation from different departments.

BuildApp centralize external & internal data in a single and accesible site. Integration
made by standard APIs with several systems as MES or ERP.
One of the key factor is the people engagement in factories, based in an accesible
tablet envoronment customer experience app and rewards.
BuildApp allows people empowerment to collaborate, bringing disruptive ideas.

BEST PRACTICES

CASE STUDY

Buildapp is based on World Class
Manufacturing organization methodologies,
making the knowledge and best practices
accessible to any type of company.

BuildApp is a corporate tool
implemented in the multinational
Unilever for daily manufacturing
management of more than 50
factories. They can analyze the
information by plant, by product, by
section and benchmarking.
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BuildApp is a multi-device platform,
facilitating access to information for the
entire organization. Plant operators will
be able to report information easily and
managers analyze the information in real
time from anywhere in the world with
different defined KPIs and dashboards.

SAFETY
Greater control over
safety and environmental
issues to avoid incidents.

PRODUCTION
Monitoring real time
performance indicators
(integration with MES system)
and manage the production plan.

TRAININGS
Planning and controlling the
knowledges, educational
contents and trainings
among the employees.
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MAINTENANCE
Accomplishing the corrective,
preventive and autonomous
maintenance policies.

QUALITY
Configuring and carrying
out all kinds of quality
controls for a complete
analysis of results.

SOCIAL
Enrichment in the use of the
application through rating
systems, walls, likes, etc.
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BUILDAPP IMPLANTATION
PHASE 1
Pilot

Start the project by
identifying a pilot area
with standard
modules. Quick
implementation
through excel
templates.

Pilot area

Excel template

3 months
PHASE 2

Roll-out in
different areas

Expansion

API
Extra modules
implantation

Different plants
across the world
ERP

MES

BuildApp expansion by
adding advanced
modules, rolling out to
other areas or plants
and integrations with
other third systems.

CMMS

6 months
PHASE 3

Explosion

Once we have absolute
control of the different
processes,
incorporation of new
technologies, step by
step, integrated on the
platform.

Artificial
Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Augmented
Reality
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